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In 2002, Intrada premiered Henry Mancini's score to Silver Streak. At that time, the original scoring 
sessions, captured by Dan Wallin on 35mm magnetic film and vaulted by 20th Century Fox, had 
suffered so much damage and deterioration over the first twenty years that when Intrada first 
presented the music, it was necessary to release the entire score in mono sound from the composer’s 
own 1/4", 71/2 IPS, fulltrack safety copies of the music, with only the surviving highlights appearing in 
stereo. Neither the main nor end titles—as well as several other cues—were salvageable. Now, some 
14 years later under the careful, steady hand of restorationist Chris Malone, Intrada is able to present 
the score in stereo. Some may note this release has a shorter running time than that first Intrada CD, 
but that is because the current condition of the stereo elements no longer requires duplication of 
music from the mono sources. 
 
Henry Mancini wrote his score for Silver Streak with the triple purpose of highlighting outrageous 
comedy, illuminating tender romance and underscoring thrilling action—three tasks not easily 
combined. He met the challenge by writing just two themes -- one flexible enough to handle the 
majority of the dramatic and comedic needs and one to highlight the romance. He obtained further 
contrast through changes of style, color and tempo—even while the harmonic vernacular of both 
themes remained constant. The results suited the picture to perfection and every facet of Mancini is 
represented in this sparkling score. 
 
The story of Silver Streak is deceptively simple—or is that simply deceptive? Book editor George 
Caldwell (Gene Wilder) is traveling from Los Angeles to Chicago on the famed Silver Streak 
passenger train. His relaxing ride is disrupted by the abrasive Bob Sweet (Ned Beatty), a salesman 
who attempts to tutor the mild-mannered editor in the fine art of picking up women. While Sweet fails 
miserably in his attempt to play pick-up artist, Caldwell connects with Hilly Burns (Jill Clayburgh), an 
art historian’s assistant who’s traveling with her boss, Professor Schreiner. Things seem to be looking 
up until their first night together, which is rudely interrupted when Caldwell spies the professor outside 
the compartment window, his apparently murdered body falling off the train... 
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